
 

 

 
From the kutir of mayesvara dasa (ACBSP): 

687 West Villanova Road·Ojai, California 93023  ·  (805) 640-0405  ·  mdjagdasa@gmail.com 

Monday, April 26, 2021 

Hare Krishna Prabhus! 

Please accept my respects.  All Glories to Srila Prabhupada & Sri Caitanya 

Mahaprabhu! 

At the March 9th, 2020 Gaur Purnima festival, I released the book and movie with the same name called 

DECEPTION.  These media productions were the culmination of a three-year study about the poison conspiracy (P-

CON) fraud.  The title explains it all.  Those who have seen the movie or read the book seem to concur that the 

material provided there completely destroys all the nonsense evidence that has been used to keep this ugly rumor alive.  

Many of you knew all along this was a bunch of nonsense, but unfortunately many others were sucked into 

this sham for one reason or another.  Some of those devotees may not be inclined to stop promoting this rumor because 

it fills a need they have, but many others simply want convincing evidence that it never occurred for their hearts and 

minds to be at rest.   This offer to being send every qualifying manager in ISKCON to receive a FREE copy of 

my book DECEPTION.  It is intended to provide all of you the tools you need to respond to this colossal fraud 

when you are called upon to do so.    This is important because for a very small contingent of confused 

individuals the P-CON has always been about undermining ISKCON management and that must be stopped!  

 

 

Your FREE copy of DECEPTION, the book that crushed the Poison Conspiracy (P-CON), 

now awaits qualifying ISKCON managers.  Read this invitation how to get your copy! 
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This is the opportunity for everyone who is fed up with this ugly attack on Srila Prabhupada's movement to 

respond collectively with irrefutable facts.  Bhakti Vikash Maharaj has already begun the campaign to expose all this 

nonsense by providing a public forum where those who believe there is any credibility the P-CON can post their views 

or questions.  (See:  https://www.akincana.net/community/pcon/ )  I agreed to respond to whatever anyone who 

accepts this challenge posts there, but so far there has hardly been any significant response! The web master at that site 

will keep it all civil.  Those who misbehave, fail to address the issues or acts like a brat will have their contributions 

limited or perhaps removed if their posts are just dysfunctional acrimony. 

It's time to change the taboo consciousness that has prevailed over the P-CON for the last 20 years.  At one 

point it was wise to not draw attention to this sordid matter but that is no longer the case.  You may think it died out a 

long time ago but it hides around the corner from the temple or in the shadows where only those promoting this 

propaganda hold their vigil (particularly outside of India).   The PCON lurks right under the nose of even the biggest 

ISKCON managers.  I personally met a mataji and her daughter at the 2020 Mayapura Gaur Purnima festival who 

believed that Jayapataka Maharaj was an active member of the P-CON.  The fact that she believed this horrid rumor 

was not the alarming part because there are many others like her.  What was particularly disturbing was that I met her 

at the annual reception feast Jayapataka Swami sponsors for his godbrothers & godsisters on the roof terrace of the 

Conch building!   

DECEPTION is a comprehensive management tool complied to expose the gross P-Con fraud.   To get 

this task done I am willing to cover the costs involved in printing and sending a copy of the book DECEPTION to 

qualifying ISKCON managers who would like to receive it.  (Qualifying managers include: Initiating Gurus, 

Members of the GBC, Sanyasis & Temple Presidents) 

  I realize some leaders are way too busy to even review my book but at least they should know a 

manual for dealing with this ugly rumor is now available when they need to confront the issue.  Some may be 

exhausted thinking about the absurdity of the P-Con and that is also understandable.  But many have had to 

deal with this rumor in one form or another.  Perhaps it arrived as a question in a public lecture, or as spam in 

your newsletter or inbox.  Maybe you spend hours counseling young devotees who got bitten by the P-CON 

snake and you are now ready to do something about all these rude intrusions.  If you want to be more effective 

in confronting this ruse, then all you need to do is fill out the short form requesting your own copy of 

DECEPTION.   It will take less than 5 minutes to fill out the registration form provided here: 

http://jagannatha.com/deception-book-offer/ 

When I receive your request, I will arrange for you to get a copy of DECEPTION as a gift of appreciation for 

the years of service you have given to Srila Prabhupada.  Please do not postpone this effort because after a while I will 

make other offers to other individuals based on how many books remain unclaimed from this initiative. I spent a lot of 

time and almost ten thousand dollars to snuff out this ugly propaganda ISKCON has been plagued by.  The request 

sheet is a small formality that is necessary so I know where and whom I am sending the book.  That information will 

also be used to cross-check and confirm that only those who are part of ISKCON leadership will benefit from this 

FREE offer.  

Due to a rigorous 25-year advertising campaign the use of tobacco in high school dropped by 25%.  This 

illustrates how effectively the public can be taught to change their opinions.   The introduction of the P-CON rumor 

has had a similar effect but instead of reducing the risk of cancer, it has promoted that deadly disease in the hearts of 

many young people coming to Krishna Consciousness.   However, if we do not take a firm unified action to confront 

this cancerous P-Con propaganda, it can fester and spring up again like cancer is known for doing.  I have done what I 

can to protect Srila Prabhupada from this insidious attack and I am hoping each of you will agree to do what you can 

to assist in snuffing out the P-CON butts.  

Here is an array of ways you can assist in this campaign. 

1. Get your sponsored copy of DECEPTION, and at lease review it, then share the content whenever appropriate.  

2. Watch the movie DECEPTION and forward the link to those receptive to watching it. 

3. Support a formal GBC statement acknowledging the facts identified in DECEPTION that expose the P-CON as a 

very clear and intentional fraud.  The real concern is that since 2017, after the PCON emerged for a 2nd wave of 

unfounded allegations, the GBC has not yet issued a formal response denouncing it with tangible facts.  Until 

something like this is done, those who are behind this subversion will interpret such hesitancy as a sign of 

https://www.akincana.net/community/pcon/
http://jagannatha.com/deception-book-offer/
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weakness, confusion, or even a tacit agreement that the P-CON occurred. 

4. I have already spoken with Ekanatha and Paramarupa prabhus at the BBT archives and they are willing to take 

on the technical challenges of including the highly illustrated DECEPTION in the next release of the Vedabase 

Folio.  All they are waiting for is a nod of approval to do that.  Please clear the way for them to include 

DECEPTION into the Folio so this work will be available for the historians to consult when having to unravel 

the absurdity of the P-CON.  

5. Consider leaving a statement endorsing DECEPTION on the Amazon page where the book is available for 

purchase.  (Found here: ( http://jagannatha.com/deception-the-book/ ) There are already some encouraging 

notes there, but you will see at least one compulsively negative review.  That was posted immediately after the 

book became available, but there was no way this individual could have ordered and read the book so quickly.  

(This is an excellent example of the type of radical fanaticism that the P-CON rumor has attracted to its ranks.) 

6. If you supervise any version of social media, such as a blog or webpage, for presenting Krishna Consciousness, 

please consider following the example set by Bhakti Vikash Maharaj.  All the information related to exposing 

the P-CON has been collected nicely at the following URL:   

http://jagannatha.com/library/deception-pcon-t-com/   

Consider posting a feature that will point interested parties to this link so people can become properly educated 

and discover for themselves the conspiracy that created the Poison Conspiracy! 

7. Feel free to contact me directly for any clarification or if there is anything else I can do to assist you in helping 

"Stomp out the Poison Conspiracy Propaganda." 

I hope this meets you in good health and ongoing memories of The Supreme Personality of 

Godhead! 

Thank You! 

 

 

 

mayesvara dasa ACBSP 

AKA:  William Roberts MBA/MIS, CCP 

Who is mayesvara dasa? See: http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/ 

Proprietor: Jagannatha Enterprises 
  Distributing the Smile of Your Dear-Most Friend 
  One Who Knows Me Will Become Wise & His Endeavors will know Perfection. -Bg 15.20 

    See the complete line of devotional products at: jagannatha.com 

Author Of: DECEPTION The 500p. book that exposed the   Poison Conspiracy fraud (Amazon.com) 
Book: https://tinyurl.com/ycp7y9y6 

Lampoon: https://tinyurl.com/weco24u 

Producer Of: DECEPTION Poison Conspiracy Fraud The movie version of the book. (YouTube.com) 
     Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vA-CzGs8XfA&feature=youtu.be 
687 West Villanova Road 
Ojai, California 93023   mdjagdasa @ gmail.com 
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